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Leg 20  
 
Regardless of what leg you are running, training is essential to success. I started training about 8 months 
prior to the race; however, I suffered an injury playing basketball in September and lost 3 weeks. Without 
much of a running base I was basically starting all over again.  
 
I spent the next few months building a base. I simply added ¼ to ½ mile to each run until I reached 3 
miles running two to three times per week. Then I started the 14 week training plan Danny sent me. I 
followed parts of it religiously, but admittedly never lived up to the expectations of the long slow runs. My 
longest run was just over 6 miles. However, I did the sprints and that was taxing. Eventually I made it to 
14 ¼ mile sprints and that really helped me gain speed. Having never run competitively or beyond one 
mile this was a big mental challenge for me. While I mixed training between a very flat path and one with 
some hills, the hills I took on were never very long until the weeks before the race. In San Antonio where I 
was visiting for work the hills were not very steep but continued on for far greater distances. I recommend 
training for more difficulty as it will make you race easier. 
 
On to Leg 20, at 4.6 miles, the distance is on the shorter spectrum of the legs. The intensity is reasonable 
as you face just two hills. You never know what to expect in Las Vegas this time of the year. We started 
later overall so my leg began just before 7:00 am. In the hour leading up to the handoff of the baton I 
stood inside the car with Leg 19’s catcher to stay warm. It was in the 40’s outside and it was still dark. 
Other years it could be in the 60s or 70s. I know that from living there.  
 
As I began my run the sun started to rise and that light running top I had on made it a little warmer than I 
would’ve liked. After a little bit more than 2 miles of a continuing downslope you come to the Desert Inn 
overpass. At that point I slowed a bit to drink some water. It is a good idea to do so since the desert dries 
you out quickly. This first hill/upgrade lasts for about 3/10s of a mile. You proceed into a downhill slope 
before hitting your last small upslope which takes you to Desert Inn and Paradise.  
 
At this point there is a little over a mile to go and it is relatively flat with a slight upslope. Volunteers and 
police personnel cheering you on at each major intersection help you stay motivated since you are not 
allowed to have music during this leg. It is a safety issue running through intersections in Las 
Vegas. 
 
As you approach the convention center, the journey is almost over. When I made it inside and made the 
last turn for the finish I saw all the DOL family cheering my on. I burst into an all-out sprint where my wife 
Vivian was there to catch me. 
 
Considering that I never ran before I was pleased with my finish time of under 7:00 minutes per mile. 
Enjoy the journey!!! 
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